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Special Honors for
Tejas Office Products Founder
Lupe Fraga and His Daughter Michele

The folks at Houston-based Tejas Office Products are in the market for
a larger display case, following the news that founder Lupe Fraga and
his daughter, Michele, are both receiving very special awards.
Lupe was recently presented with the 2012 State of Texas Small Business Award by the state governor’s office and Texas Workforce Commission, along with the Texas Business Alliance.
The State of Texas Small Business Award honors a business owner from
participating business organizations who has implemented business
skills and practices that has helped them to a level of growth and success, in the midst of this challenging economy.
“Mr. Fraga was selected not only for his outstanding success over the
years and strong advocacy for the community and Houston, but also
because Tejas Office Products, Inc. has been certified for quite some
time with HMSDC [Houston Minority Supplier Development Council],”
Richard Huebner with HMSDC said. “This exemplifies a solid, long-lasting certified minority-owned business that has grown over the years with
the Houston Minority Supplier Development Council.”
“I’m truly honored to be recognized with this award,” Lupe said. “Each
day the Tejas team aims to help a customer, help a community member
and help our state. In the end, that’s how we all grow. That’s what doing
business in Texas is all about.”
Also earning honors for the dealership is customer service manager
Michele Fraga. The Tejano Center for Community Concerns named
Michele its 2012 Business Woman’s Award winner.
“The Tejano Center is an extremely important organization that represents so much of what our city needs to further our citizens and our
city’s growth, as well as open the doorway for the leaders of tomorrow,”
Michele said. “I am humbly honored to receive this award.”
The award will be presented at a special gala and ceremony in Houston
later this month.

PMI Computer Supplies, St. Louis Dealer, Makes Local ‘Top
Twenty Under Twenty Employees’ List

Two Thumbs Up
and Then Some for
IS-TriMega Joint
Convention
If the announcement that Independent Stationers and
TriMega are planning a joint convention for next year
didn’t get you up off your chair and cheering, then it’s
probably time to shut up shop and move to Florida or
Arizona full time.
It’s great news, and not just for the manufacturers who
pay most of the freight on what by any measure has become an excessively long list of industry tradeshows
and similar events.
They’re the ones who get the bills but the rest of us are
fooling ourselves if we think the hurt stops with them.
Ultimately, a large part of their costs gets pushed down
the distribution chain and everyone involved ends up
paying to some extent.
Now, thanks to some truly statesman-like leadership
from two key players, our industry finally has the opportunity to start doing something about the meetings
madness.
Think about all the costs that up until now have been
generated by all the duplicate meetings and shows.
Now think about how that money could be spent to
strengthen the independent dealer channel and better
address some of the critical challenges we face.
Are we excited? You bet! Are we proud of both IS and
TriMega for moving proactively to address what had become a burden on just about everyone in our part of the
office products world? Absolutely!

Congratulations are in order for Greg Bussmann and his team at PMI
Computer Supplies, which was recognized last month by the St. Louis
Small Business Monthly as one of its “Top Twenty Companies with Less
Than 20 Employees” for 2012.

Hopefully, we will look back on this month’s news as
just the first step in a comprehensive effort to craft a
more manageable and productive meetings calendar for
our industry.

A profile published in the magazine’s September issue highlighted PMI’s
service-intensive value proposition and the way the dealership has been
able to successfully reinvent itself in response to new market trends and
rapidly changing technology.

Meanwhile, it’s time to cheer and start thinking about
what we can do ourselves to support the effort and
move the ball even further forward.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 4
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PMI was founded by Greg’s father, John,
in 1979 and Greg himself came on board
full time right after college.
He describes the dealership today as “a
cross between Staples and CDW, but
local” which sells everything from printers
and printing supplies to data supplies.
“We have always embraced new technology,” Greg told the magazine, a philosophy
that has allowed PMI to grow from just two
employees when it first opened to 18 today.
Greg is a big proponent of social media
use and he told the magazine it plays a big
role in efforts to make people aware of PMI
as an alternative to its big box competition.
“We are constantly fighting the perception
that our bigger competitors have better
prices,” he told the magazine. “We want to
fill that void and know we can if people are
aware of us. We have overcome by embracing social media, search engine optimization and a website to get the word out.”
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Evidently, it’s working pretty well. Business
has been good of late, Greg reports, with
some significant pick up over the past few
months.

Herman
Miller Dealer
Tom
Klobucher
Publishes
New Book on
Workplace
Transformation
Herman Miller
dealer Tom Klobucher has published a
new book, The Great Workplace Transformation, in which he describes how to create great places to work and
accommodate the growing reality of multiple generations working side by side in
the workplace.

Klobucher, who is CEO of Thomas Interior
Systems in Bloomingdale, IL and a
speaker at OFDA’s upcoming Dealer
Strategies Conference, says the book is
designed to help fast track your organization into a truly great place to work… help
you hire and retain the most, creative,
loyal, and growth-driven employees… and
transform your workplace into a powerhouse that thrives during the most challenging and exciting multi-generational
decade in history.”
It is a sequel to his highly regarded The
Great Workplace Revolution, which focused on showing leaders, front-line employees, and everyone in the between how
to wage “a revolution where everybody
wins.”
For more information, email Klobucher
at tomk@thomasinterior.com or visit
www.thegreatworkplacerevolution.com.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 6
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Cincinnati Dealer Signal Office Supply Supports the
Troops with ‘Operation Thank You’
Life for some of our troops
in Afghanistan has gotten
just a little easier this year,
thanks to the efforts of Joe
Dillon at Signal Office Supply in Cincinnati.
In a chance conversation
with a customer, Joe learned of an effort that was just
getting underway to provide golf clubs and golf
balls to troops serving
there and decided to go to
work, launching a new program appropriately called “Operation
Thank You.”
A request for donations from local Elks Club members yielded
over 2,000 golf balls and more than 200 clubs which were sent
out to the troops earlier this year. “Our owner, Gil Thiergartner, is
himself a vet and we are certified as a Service Disabled Veteran
Owned Small Business, so supporting a program like this was the
right thing to do for many reasons,” says Joe.

NY Dealer Eaton Office Supply Combines with Town
& Country Office Machines
Amherst, New York-based Eaton Office Supply Co. has announced it has acquired certain assets of Town & Country Office
Machines and will operate the merged businesses under both
company names for the near future.
Eaton Office Supply will operate out of its facility and the Town &
Country location in Cheektowaga, creating what is said is western
New York’s largest office supply and office machine business.
Eaton president, Bruce C. Eaton said the merger with Town &
Country is “a perfect fit” that will benefit the veteran, familyowned company in two key ways:
“First, we can use our increased office machine and service footprint to provide more products and services to our collective customer base as well as focus on our growing Managed Print
Services division. Second, growth gives Eaton additional financial
strength so we can continue to invest in our people and new technology, and maintain our leadership position in the independent
dealer industry,” Bruce said.
He said the merger brings together two companies with similar
corporate philosophies and ethics. ”Like Eaton Office Supply,
CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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Town & Country Office Machines has an excellent track record of
superior customer service. Over the past many years, Town &
Country has earned a reputation for excellence and this reputation was very important as we considered this merger,” he added.

Blackfoot,” Mark said.

Together, the two Buffalo-born companies boast over 140 years
of local business success. Terms of the merger were not
disclosed.

It was showtime last month in Sherwood, Arkansas, as Steve
Pawloski and his team at Arkansas Office Products held their second annual Customer Appreciation Office Products Show.

Porter's Office Products, Idaho Dealer, Announces
Merger With M&H Office Supply

Over 100 customers and prospects turned out for event, which
featured about 15 vendor reps on the exhibit side.

Arkansas Office Products Hosts Second
Annual Consumer Show

Rexburg, Idaho-based Porter's Office Products announced last
month it and M&H Office Supply in Blackfoot, Idaho, have
merged. Porter’s president Mark Porter made the announcement.

The dealership made a special effort to make this year’s event an
order-writing show, Steve says. Attendees received a pre-printed
booklet of order forms for each vendor featuring aggressive
“Show Special” pricing on selected items.

Under the terms of the agreement, Porter’s is acquiring M&H’s
commercial office products business. M&H also operates a
scrapbook store which will continue to operate independently.

“We sold 11 chairs at the show itself and another six in the week
following,” he reports. “In a market our size, that’s pretty impressive!”

M&H owner Rocky Moldenhauer will join the Porter’s organization
and serve as account executive for its new Blackfoot customers.

Adding to the excitement, AOP offered an iPad2 as a grand prize
for attendees, who could “earn” tickets for the prize drawing by
visiting vendors, placing orders, listening to product demonstrations, etc.

“Porter’s has been proudly operating as an Idaho-owned and operated company for nearly 90 years and we’re delighted to
broaden our footprint in the state by bringing our unique combination of outstanding value and service to our new customers in

OCTOBER 2012
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O F

S U C C E S S
n Tom Bramlett
President and CEO
n Gerri Kennedy-Holland,
Executive Vice President
n Supplies, furniture, printing,
healthcare
n Founded: 1973
n Sales: $12 million
n Employees: 48

If We Don’t Sell It,
It Hasn’t Been
Invented Yet

n Partners: Steelcase,
Independent Stationers,
S.P. Richards
n Online Sales: 40%
n www.OECBI.com

Taking Single Sourcing Seriously
By Jim Rapp

“To be successful in a secondary market
like ours, you have to do two things—get
a major share of potential customers and
then sell them as many different products
and services as you can.” says OEC’s
Gerri Kennedy-Holland.“That’s what we try
to do.”
Growing in place has been the cornerstone of a major success story for Gerri
and her business partner Tom Bramlett.
Tom became part owner of the dealership
originally, with Gerri joining the company
some years later. They’ve grown the business steadily since then, adding branches
in Pensacola, Florida, and Gulfport, Mississippi.
OEC is a major furniture supplier in their
markets, both new and used. A Steelcase
dealer with complete design and installation services, they are also a major player
in the healthcare market.
Gerri initially came on board as a parttimer in the dealership’s accounting department. “A few years later,” Gerri recalls,
“I wanted to try my hand at outside sales
and while no one here was crazy about the
OCTOBER 2012

idea, I was persistent and finally got the
chance.
“I guess I must have done all right, because I was promoted to sales manager in
the office supply division and then promoted to sales manager over both supplies and furniture. In 2004, one of the
partners retired and I purchased a share of
the business.”

Big on Green
OEC has been a driving force in the Green
movement in their markets. Gerri was instrumental in the creation of the Green
Coast Council, a Mobile-based forum for
encouraging environmentally sound business practices, and she currently serves
as its board chair.
“We promote the idea that being Green
has many facets,” explains Gerri, “not just
sustainability but also to improve bottom
line revenues for businesses—to save
electricity, arrange delivery routes to save
fuel and reduce the carbon footprint at the
same time. This increases the appeal and
gets more people involved in the movement.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

“The work environment here is family-oriented. We have a great group of employees and everyone gets involved in
community betterment.
“I’m a breast cancer survivor and we’re
heavily involved in fund raisers for that
cause. In September we participate in the
American Heart Association’s Healthy
Heart Walk, splitting into teams and competing with each other for the most donations. We also support Ronald McDonald
House and many other charities throughout the year.”
“What are your plans for the future,” I
asked.
Gerri’s response: “We’ve survived the
down economy pretty well while building
our customer base in our three geographic
areas.
“Staples and Office Depot are our main
competitors and we are working very hard
to take a few more customers away from
them before we add geography.”
My guess is that they will be doing both
before too long!
PAGE 10
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Independent Stationers and TriMega Announce EPIC
2013; Joint Meeting Set for Next Year in San Antonio
Independent Stationers and TriMega Purchasing Association have announced
plans to hold their first-ever combined national convention next year, which will
bring together dealer members and suppliers from both dealer buying groups to
celebrate the continued U.S. market share
growth of independent dealers.
Entitled “EPIC 2013 – Where BIG Happens,” the event will take place September
18-20, 2013 at the JW Marriott Hill Country
in San Antonio.
“The boards of directors of Independent
Stationers and TriMega Purchasing Association unanimously believe that this really
is a ground breaking initiative for independent dealer buying groups which effectively responds to supplier requests to
reduce cost from the channel and address
annual meeting redundancies in our OP
world,” the two groups said in a joint statement.
“With supplier consolidation, changing
economic conditions, and the continued
importance of meeting face to face with
their respective members, TriMega and Independent Stationers are leading the
charge in addressing the issue of meeting
overload in our industry.
“Further, it remains extremely important for
dealer groups to be responsive to supplier
needs, remain relevant in the channel and
add real value for independent dealers.
This combined convention is a big step
forward in achieving these objectives.”
Not surprisingly, industry response to the
news was overwhelmingly positive.
“NOPA congratulates Independent Stationers and TriMega Purchasing AssociaOCTOBER 2012

tion on their leadership and bold initiative,”
commented New England Office Supply’s
Dale Bloem, chair of the NOPA Board of
Governors.
“NOPA looks forward to participating in
that event and learning more about the exciting new educational, networking and
business development opportunities it will
offer to the entire independent channel,”
he added.
BSA president Mike Wilbur of Cosco Industries described the news as “a foundational change within our industry.”
Wilbur said he believes the EPIC 2013
meeting may represent the first step of
many which could begin consolidating the
energy level within the industry.
“BSA has been discussing this issue for
several months, and we’ve identified a
point team to explore options and alternatives, and explore how BSA can assist in
finding better results,” he noted. “I am
happy to report that Joe Templet, United
Stationers Supply Company, will be leading this effort. Joe and his team will work
closely and in concert with key persons
and groups in the coming months.”
In a Q&A piece accompanying the announcement, IS and TriMega said they see
“tremendous opportunities for increased
efficiencies, improved results and new
synergies with a joint event.”
They pointed out dealers from both groups
already attend industry meetings together
throughout the year, further supporting the
idea of a combined group convention.
At the same time, though, IS and TriMega
stressed they will continue to operate as
separate dealer groups.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

If you have news to share - email it to
Simon@IDealerCentral.com

“This joint conference is strictly an attempt
to reduce annual meeting expenses, increase efficiency for our suppliers—who
have been asking for such a combined
conference—and create greater collaboration between independent dealers, our suppliers and industry partners,” the groups
indicated, noting too that EPIC 2013 will
feature separate business/shareholders
meetings and group-specific seminars in
addition to a single product expo and a
shared general session and similar events.
Further details on EPIC 2013 will be available to members and suppliers of both
TriMega and Independent Stationers in the
first quarter of next year, the two groups
indicated.

Arizona County Seeks $5.3
Million Refund from Office Depot
for Alleged Overcharges
Office Depot is once again facing allegations from a local government agency of
overcharges and other pricing irregularities
related to its office supplies contract.
Arizona’s Maricopa County, the fourthlargest county by population in the country, is demanding a $5.3 million refund
from the Florida-based big box, the Arizona Republic newspaper reported earlier
this month.
The claim comes after a two-year internal
Maricopa County review that concluded
the county was charged more than other
state and local agencies, despite a contractual agreement with Office Depot for
the lowest price for supplies.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 14
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The purchases in question were made by
Maricopa County as a participant in the
contract Office Depot held with the U.S.
Communities purchasing consortium.

to a resolution, but we feel that we have a
very strong allegation, or case, and we
think we need to be compensated for what
they overcharged us.”

County internal auditors analyzed Office
Depot contracts of comparable state and
local government agencies and found at
least one contract with San Francisco that
offered lower prices, the newspaper reported.

The Maricopa County claim is just the latest in a long line of similar allegations from
state and local government agencies in recent years.

A sampling of 192,000 items found that
San Francisco paid about 32% less than
Maricopa County for similar purchases,
county officials told the newspaper, indicating the county’s Attorney's Office plans
to issue a demand letter for a full refund.
“I would hope that Office Depot would
honor their contractual commitments,”
said chief county procurement officer Wes
Baysinger, who alleged that overcharges
estimated at $5.3 million took place from
2006 through 2009.
“We will certainly work with them to come

The Florida Attorney General's Office in
2010 reached a $4.5 million settlement
with Office Depot. In Texas, the Dallas
County auditor in 2011 concluded that Office Depot overcharged the county up to
$1.8 million and in California, the San
Francisco City Attorney's Office recouped
$4.5 million in an overcharge settlement
with the company, the Arizona Republic
reported.
For more details on Office Depot’s problems with state and local government
agencies, visit INDEPENDENT DEALER’s
“Depot State Contract Watch” section:
www.idealercentral.com/Pages/Watch_List.

California Terminates Office
Supplies Contract, Opens Market
to Small Business
Last month, the California Dept. of General
Services Procurement Division (DGS/PD)
terminated its state-wide, single-award
contract for office supplies, opening California’s public sector market broadly to
small and small disadvantaged businesses
throughout the state.
Prior to the termination, National Office
Solutions in Danville, California, had been
the sole contract holder of the contract,
which was estimated at some $24 million
a year and due to run until October 2013.
DGS provided no official explanation for
termination, but OPI magazine reported the
contract was ended “by mutual consent.”
The move, along with recent legislative action to approve amendments to the State’s
“CUF” (commercially useful function) procurement law, represents a major victory
CONTINUED ON PAGE 15

Get your customers the
ﬁre protection they need
at a value that won’t
weigh them down
SentrySafe Water Resistant Fire Files offer your
customers new innovation with better protection
at a reduced weight for a lower cost.
25-35% lighter than standard vertical ﬁre ﬁles!
Learn more about SentrySafe products at www.sentrysafe.com
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for independent dealers in California and beyond, NOPA’s weekly
Connecting e-newsletter indicated.

Office Partners Holds 2012 Annual Meeting in
Nashville

Key areas of opportunity for IS members were the group’s national
accounts and government programs, as well as new programs
launched at the meeting in the jan-san and education markets.
At the meeting, vice president of national accounts Kevin France
reported IS’s national account sales in the first six months of 2012
were up 22% over the same period last year and said prospects
are bright for continued growth, with some $44 million in new opportunities currently in the group’s national accounts sales
pipeline.
On the government front, federal government contract administrator Angie Fenoglio reported on the success of the group’s FSSI
OS2 contract but she stressed the contract represents nothing
more than a “license to hunt. “
Fenoglio told members the government market still requires the
same prospecting and sales and marketing activities as their general commercial business.

This year’s Office Partners meeting saw the welcome return of president Jim
Hebert, seen here with his wife Diane.
After holding its annual meeting in Tampa for many years, the
Office Partners buying group switched to a new venue last month
and moved to Nashville for a “Grand Ole Gathering.” The event
featured the group’s hallmark format of intensive one-on-one
meetings between dealers and manufacturers spread out over a
day and a half.
A major highlight of the meeting was the very welcome return of
president Jim Hebert, who missed last year’s “Gathering on the
Gulf” in Tampa due to illness. Also on the agenda: a training session on the group’s new GSA program.
In addition, Office Partners raised some $7,700 for the City of
Hope and the Childhood Cancer Research Fund at Birmingham’s
Children’s Hospital through a special Fishing Event raffle.

Independent Stationers Marks 35th Anniversary at
Annual Meeting
It was time to ice up the champagne and blow out the candles in
Orlando last month, as members of the Independent Stationers
dealer co-op gathered to celebrate the group’s 35th anniversary.
At the meeting, incoming IS president Harrison Hummel celebrated the group’s longevity while at the same time stressing the
importance of continuing to find new ways to adapt to a rapidly
changing market.
“To mark 35 years of service to independents is an outstanding
accomplishment in an industry where the pace of change continues to accelerate,” Hummel told members. “However, we need
to look forward and balance the expertise of the past with the opportunities of the future.”

Also in Orlando, IS unveiled Operation Clean Sweep, a new program that provides enhancements to the jan-san program the
group has offered for the past year in partnership with wholesaler
United Stationers.
Mark Pelletier, United’s director of sales and marketing in the
category, told members at the meeting that the jan-san market
represents a major opportunity for them.
He said office products dealers bring considerable advantages to
the market over traditional jan-san distributors such as their ecommerce capabilities—fewer than 10% of jan-san distributors
can receive orders electronically, he said—and their “one-stopshop” value proposition.
The new education market initiative launched at the meeting
came in the form of a new alliance with teaching supplies wholesaler Educators Resource.
The new alliance gives IS members access to over 20,000 school
supply SKUs and provides them with additional opportunities to
sell large school organizations through its national accounts program, IS said.
Also at the meeting, IS recognized several dealer members and
manufacturers for their outstanding support of the organization
over the past year.
Vendor of the Year honors went to 3M (BPGI Vendor of the Year);
PM Company (Non- BPGI Vendor of the Year), and Global (Office
Furniture Vendor of the Year).
Dealers who were recognized for their support of the group’s national accounts program included Sayes Office Supply (Outstanding Dealer of the Year) and Guernsey Office Products, EVOS
Office Products and CWC Office Supplies (Regional Top Volume
Award winners).
Also, IS elected new board members for the coming year. Randy
Garcia, of Office Express Supply, Hialeah, Florida, was elected to
CONTINUED ON PAGE 16
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a three-year term and current board members Harrison Hummel IV, Hummel’s Office
Plus, Mohawk, New York, and Larry
Bridgeland, Mid-City Office Products,
Rockford, Illinois, were re-elected to additional three-year terms.
At a subsequent meeting of the new
Board, officers were elected for the 20122013 year. The new officers include:
• Chairman: Harrison Hummel, IV,
Hummel’s Office Plus,
Mohawk, New York
• Vice Chairman: Bryan Kristenson,
Office Plus of Kansas,
Wichita, Kansas
• Secretary: Brian Kerr,
Kerr Group,
Elizabethtown, Kentucky
• Treasurer: Fran Woodall,
Reliant Business Products,
Houston, Texas

Triumph Sales Training Program
a ‘Huge Success,’ Says TriMega
The TriMega Purchasing Association
dealer group last month described its recently completed “Triumph” series of sales
training webinars for independents as “a
huge success.”
The fifth series of its sales training program, Triumph consisted of ten separate
weekly webinars on topics ranging from
cold calling to margin management. The
program began in June and finished with
its final session late August.
“In speaking with our members, we knew
there was a continuing need for effective
sales training for their new and existing
sales reps,” commented Grady Taylor, executive vice president of member development for TriMega. “We anticipated about

50 sign-ups so we were pleasantly surprised that by the time the enrollment was
closed, we had 110 participants,” he
reported.
Triumph instructors included Troy Harrison
of SalesForce Solutions; Tom Buxton of Interbiz Group (both regular INDEPENDENT
DEALER contributors), and Phil Barnette
of United Stationers. Participants paid a
reduced course fee of $165 thanks to
sponsorship from United Stationers.
Upon successful completion of the training course, participating dealer sales representatives received an award in recognition of their graduation from the Triumph
Sales Training Program.
TriMega said it plans to continue the
Triumph Sales Training Program for members into 2013.
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Industry-Wide Content Management
Standards Are Focus of 2012 BSA Forum

BSA president Mike Wilbur of Cosco Industries (right) and immediate past
president Joe Templet of United Stationers.
The effort to secure for independent dealers
a marketing platform that’s as good, if not
better, than any currently in use online or by
big box competition took a major step forward earlier this month, as members of the
Business Solutions Association (BSA) gathered in Dallas for their 2012 Annual Forum.
A broad cross section of industry manufacturers met with the industry’s leading wholesalers, independent rep groups and
technology providers to explore together how
to deliver best-in-class marketing materials
for dealers, both for print and online use.
A primary focus of the meeting was BSA’s
new content management standards, the result of the two-year effort that drew participation from virtually all segments of the
independent dealer channel and which was
spearheaded by wholesalers S.P. Richards
and United Stationers.
BSA president Mike Wilbur of Cosco Industries told Forum attendees the new standards
would not only get the right content to the
right person in a form they can use far more
efficiently, but would also save companies
thousands of dollars every year by eliminating needless duplication of effort and costs
for everyone in the channel.
Developed by a special BSA Task Group cochaired by Mark Evans of United Stationers
and Paul Gatens of S. P. Richards Co., the
new standards cover four key areas: Naming
OCTOBER 2012

At the meeting, BSA presented two special individual awards recognizing industry service. Sharon Avent, president and CEO of Smead Manufacturing,
received BSA’s 2012 Leadership Award, and INDEPENDENT DEALER editor
and publisher Simon De Groot was honored with the association’s first ever
Lifetime Achievement Award.

Conventions, Video, Photography and Mobile
Codes.
A key element of the program is BSA OK, a
new initiative that will serve as a source of
training and information on the industry’s standards development efforts. BSA OK will also
provide compliance validation of the standards to encourage their industry-wise use.
At the meeting, task group co-chairs Evans
and Gatens presented a compelling business
argument for industry-wide content management standards and for individual companies
to commit significant resources to aligning
with the program.
“Our ability to organize data so that the consumer get the information they need to make
the purchase is critical today and will only become more critical tomorrow,” Evans told the
group. Pointing to research that shows online
data influences as much as 80% of all product transactions today, he called on BSA
members to ramp up their own content management efforts to find ways to break through
the enormous” information overload” in the
market.
Echoing Evans, Gatens stressed the urgent
need for action today. “”Maintaining the status
quo on content is the riskiest path for any business to take,” he warned. “The market is not
standing still and you and your company simply can’t afford to ignore what’s happening.”

Also on the program: a series of sessions
highlighting best practices in various marketing areas.
Topics covered included effective video
strategies, best practices in image content,
using QR codes and other direct response
techniques, search engine optimization, office products data standardization, developing customer-focused copy and multichannel marketing.
In addition, this year’s Forum featured an Industry Town Hall meeting and panel discussions on key industry trends and topics.
Also at the meeting, BSA announced the winners of its annual Innovation of the Year
Awards.
Winner in the General Business Products category was C-Line Products for its Multi-Section Project Folder, with ACCO Brands,
Samsill and Avery Dennison earning Honorary Mention awards.
In the Green Innovations category, C-Line’s
Biodegradable Expanding File shared honors
with 3M’s Scotch Magic Green Tape, with
Samsill receiving two Honorary Mention
awards.
For more information on the BSA Content
Management Standards and association activities in general, visit www.businesssolutionsassociation.com or call 410 931-8100.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 18
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New Board Members for OPWIL
Members of the Office Products Women in
Leadership organization (OPWIL) recently
elected new board members.
OPWIL is a professional organization connecting women in leadership roles within
the industry. Membership is open internationally to women in associations, wholesalers, manufacturers, buying groups, big
box companies and independents dealers.
Continuing as OPWIL board members are
Krista Moore, K.Coaching, Inc; Beth
Wright, Bi-Silque; Janet Bell, OPI; Vicki
Giefer, S&T OffIce Products; Laura Gale,
United Stationers, and Kathy Hoyle, Hoyle
Office Solutions.
New board members elected last month
include Lindsay DiRuzza, W.B. Mason;
Whitney Eikenberg, Expressway Office Solutions, and Jennifer S. Northington, The
Highlands Group.

ine Riley, ACCO Brands; Mandy Pusatera,
The Highlands Group, and Darja Figelj,
O1S d.o.o.

United Stationers Releases White
Paper on Office Supply
Purchasing Trends

“We want to attract, hire and retain wonderful talented women to this industry, and
provide them the space and support to
grow in their careers and take on additional leadership roles,” explained
K.Coaching’s Krista Moore.

Wholesaler United Stationers has issued a
new white paper which details purchasing
dollar benchmarks and trends across business size.

“We are currently in the process of forming
committees to focus on marketing, membership, education, operations and sponsorship for the organization and looking for
anyone who would like to be a part of the
organization’s growth and serve on a committee.”
For more information or to contact OPWIL,
visit the group on LinkedIn or Facebook.
www.linkedin.com/groups/Office-Products-Women-in-Leadership-3210649/about
www.facebook.com/pages/OPWIL/377890001787

Titled “Office Supply Spend Across Business Size,” the new report shows per employee spend declines significantly as the
size of customer increases.
United estimates offices with just 1-4 employees spend $1,844 per employee on office supplies, computer consumables, tech
equipment, furniture, janitorial and breakroom products. In contrast, a mediumsized, 40-person office spends about $800
less ($1,069 per employee), while offices
with over 200 people spend the least at
$639 per employee, United reports.

Also, Sarah Cumba, Red Cheetah; KatherCONTINUED ON PAGE 19

Let Us Be Your Host
BMI OP RevelationTM

The Truly Independent Software Solution for Office Product Dealers
 Hosted in the cloud or on-premises
 SPR, United or BMI search
 United and/or SPR content
 Built On Microsoft® Technologies
Not only do you have the power to choose, you have the power to change. Don’t get locked in.
Competition in the Office Product industry is fiercer than ever and your independence is what
sets you apart. OP RevelationTM e-commerce and business management software lets you
remain independent while enabling you to compete successfully against the Power Channel.
See why our dealers are reporting explosive growth. Visit us on the web at www.bmiusa.com or
call us today for a free consultation at 888-580-8382, X206.
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“Awareness of industry spend averages is
helpful in managing office spend across
business size and purchasing behavior
trends,” explains Carol O’Hern, United
Stationers director of research, analytics
and sustainability. “It is critical for resellers
to understand these trends, or they may
miss out on significant opportunities to
capture market share.”

Tech company,” said Ron Books, president
and CEO of ECi. “Along with customer
service, innovation is one of the key tenets
of our company. As the technology partner
for our customers, we owe it to them to
keep on the cutting-edge of technology to
keep them profitable and growing.”

Download the white paper at
www.ussco.com/home/index.asp.

As reported in last month’s issue, ECi was
also listed this year in Inc. Magazine’s Inc.
5000 list of the fastest growing privately
held companies in the U.S.

ECi Recognized as a FastGrowth Technology Company

New Chief Technology Officer at
MBS Dev

Dealer technology provider ECi Software
Solutions has been named to the 2012 Fast
Tech listing, appearing in the #29 spot.

Beckie Watson has joined dealer technology provider MBS Dev as its new chief
technology officer.

Fast Tech honors the fastest-growing technology companies in North Texas based on
three-year revenue growth and is part of
the Metroplex Technology Business Council’s Tech Titans Awards Gala.

Watson will be responsible for software
development, quality assurance, documentation and support for the company’s
distribution technology suite.

“We are very excited to be named a Fast

MBS Dev described Watson as “a seasoned technology veteran with a history of

delivering solutions that produce quality
gains and innovation.”
A winner of the InformationWeek 500 Conference award for “Groundbreaking New
Application” and the Computerworld
Smithsonian Award (for individuals who
have used technology to produce beneficial changes for society), she comes to
MBS Dev from Charles Schwab, where
she was vice president, advisor services
technology.
Watson has held several technology leadership positions in travel distribution,
healthcare, oil and gas and financial services. She holds a B.S. in Computer Science from Iowa State University.

Red Cheetah Announces
FESSCO and Zebra Pen as New
Supplier Direct Partners
Red Cheetah last month announced the
addition of custom stamps, signs, and corporate products supplier Federal Stamp
CONTINUED ON PAGE 20
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and Seal (FESSCO) and Zebra Pen as new
partners for its Supplier Direct program.
FESSCO will feature a custom stamp microsite within Red Cheetah’s Outpost eCommerce platform that will allow
customers to design and purchase their
own custom products online. Integration of
the microsite will take place in Q4 of 2012,
with live availability to Red Cheetah dealers
and their customers on January 1, 2013,
Red Cheetah said.
Red Cheetah said it sees Zebra Pen’s “values of quality and innovation along with an
amazing product line” as a great fit for its
Supplier Direct Program. “Through this
partnership, Red Cheetah dealers will benefit from the manufacturer-direct merchandising and marketing support that will allow
them to sell better,” Red Cheetah said.

Alliance Rubber Sponsors
Arkansas Premiere of ‘Death By
China’ Documentary
Manufacturing Day this year was October
5 and as part of its efforts to support this
special event, which highlights the importance of manufacturing to the economy
and our country at large, Hot Springsbased Alliance Rubber Co. sponsored the
Arkansas premiere of “Death by China,” a
new documentary that shows how the U.S.
is losing its ability to compete in manufacturing to what it describes as China’s illegal
production subsidies.
“In 2001 we let China into our markets here
in the United States and, since that time,
we’ve shut down over 50,000 factories and
lost 6 million manufacturing jobs,” said
Peter Novarro, the film’s writer and a business professor at the University of California-Irvine.
“We’ve got 25 million people in this country
that can’t find a decent job, and we now
owe $3 trillion to the world’s largest totalitarian nation,” he noted. Navarro said he
hopes the film will encourage reform and
stimulate recovery.
“Alliance Rubber Company is pleased to
be working…on this important event,

which we hope will facilitate needed public
debate integral to the future success of our
manufacturing facilities in the United
States,” commented Alliance Rubber president Bonnie Swayze.
To learn more about the movie, visit
www.deathbychina.com.

Clover Expands Technology
Infrastructure
Clover Technologies Group last month announced the completion of a new, 15,000
sq. ft. technology center at its Ottawa, Illinois facility.
Almost 18 months in the making, the new
advanced technology center will serve as
the base of operations for the design, development, and deployment of robotics
and machining equipment across all of
Clover’s global manufacturing facilities, the
company said.
Not only does it house advanced software,
robotics, and machining equipment but it
brings together under one roof a highly
skilled team of 22 electrical and mechanical engineers and specialists focused on
the area of automation and robotics,
Clover added.
Features of the lab include:
• Direct support of the mono laser, color
laser and inkjet product development
and manufacturing environments
• 3D component scanning, modeling
and animation to deliver accuracy in
the machine design process
• Development of all circuitry, pneumatic
diagrams and electronic controls for
robotic and automation machinery
• DXF direct import of CAD drawings
into CNC machining centers equipped
with automated tool changers to deliver accuracy and efficiency in the machine assembly process
• Onsite and remote support to ensure
global robotics network is operating at
peak performance

vest in the most cutting-edge technology
available,” commented Clover COO
George Milton. “It is key to reducing our
time to market with new product while
helping us increase accuracy and efficiency in our manufacturing environment.”

MMF Industries Offers National
Consumer Rebate
MMF Industries has introduced a new national consumer rebate on Soho Collection
by Steelmaster products purchased from
October 1, 2012 through March 31. 2013.
During this promotion period, consumers
purchasing $100 of Soho products in a single transaction are entitled to a $25 Visa
Gift Card. Full rebate details will be available for placement on customer websites,
MMF indicated.
Soho products are constructed of heavy
gauge steel and are made in the USA with
50% recycled content. The collection includes bookends and a wide variety of
desk organizers, cubicle organizers and
home organization products.
Contact your MMF Industries rep to get
more details on the Soho Collection and
the new consumer promotion.

Private Equity Firm Acquires
Parts Now
Private equity firm CounterPoint Capital
Partners, LLC last month announced the
acquisition of printer supplies manufacturer and distributor Parts Now, LLC.
“Parts Now has been at the forefront of its
industry since its inception,” said Matthias
Heilmann, CounterPoint partner and new
CEO of Parts Now. “We are very proud of
the company’s authorized distributor status with our critical partners and will be
making several strategic and operating improvements to strengthen and expand
these key partnerships.”

“The expansion of the Ottawa technology
center is another example of Clover’s ongoing commitment to our customers to inCONTINUED ON PAGE 21
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Newsmaker
Interview:
Paul Hesser,
Chief Operating
Officer of MBS
Dev
It’s been just over a year now since Paul
Hesser joined dealer technology provider
MBS Dev as its chief operating officer.
Hesser came to the company as a seasoned distribution technology veteran at
a time when it was very much in the midst
of transition following its acquisition by
wholesaler United Stationers in March
2010.
What does the new MBS Dev look like
and what are its key concerns and priorities today? We caught up with Hesser
recently to ask him. Here’s what he had
to say.

Maybe we can start with an update on
MBS Dev. How’s business and what are
your current priorities?
HESSER: It’s going very well. We’ve probably added more customers to our platform in the past six months than in the
previous two years combined. They’re primarily mid to large size dealers, so there’s
a lot of consumer volume going through
our platform.
As far as our current priorities are concerned, I would say most people come to
MBS Dev because of our e-commerce solution and we are driving very hard to help the
independent dealer stay ahead in that area.
If you think about how an e-tailer works
today, it starts with digital marketing. Consumers are bombarded either through
search engine optimization or e-marketing
campaigns and what we want to do is to
help the dealers match all that but to do
so in a very smart way.

allows dealers to collect information on the
corporation’s buyers—and I don’t mean
the purchasing agent but the people who
actually go online and buy things—so that
they can market to them the same way as
an e-tailer.
That’s really important. The dealer’s brand
needs to be front of mind for that consumer, so when they do go online, they
don’t think first of going to an e-tailer’s site
but key in the dealer’s name instead.
The other critical area we’re focused on is
what happens once the buyer gets to the
dealer’s website.
You have to be able to present offers that
are relevant to the consumer. That means
knowing what they’ve bought before and
what their buying behavior has been.
It’s critical for the dealer to be able to use
that information to present targeted offers
on their website as the consumer goes
through the buying experience in exactly

We have a very robust CRM system that
CONTINUED ON PAGE 23
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for in a

buying
group

Beneﬁts
include:

Item selection - choose
from over 100 vendors and
thousands of products
Technology-driven
vendor programs
Membership fees are low,
no joining fee
Purchasing rebate distribution
Full access to one of the
industry’s leading catalogs
Veteran-owned GSA furniture
contract and FSSI contract
available to all dealers

As a family-owned and operation, non-co-op buying group, we
believe in relationships built on trust and respect. With Jim Hebert’s
leadership and industry experience, including 20 years leading
dealerships and 25 years running buying groups, Office Partners has
provided great success and growth for our dealers.
Whether you’re a start-up or a $150 million dollar dealership,
you’ll get networking opportunities, open communication, and
the freedom to run your own business. Be a part of a group that is
invested in your success . . . contact Office Partners today!
Call (205) 655-8888 or e-mail
matthew@officepartners.com
www.officepartners.com

Look for our booth
at the United Stationers
Vision Conference
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the same way that pure e-tailers are doing
with their customers.
One of the very obvious online players in
the office products space is, of course,
Amazon and its AmazonSupply initiative.
What’s your take on that and the impact
it’s likely to have on independents?
HESSER: The presence of companies like
Amazon and others like them in the office
products space means independent dealers
need to think about their customers differently.
The office products buyer is still a consumer
and they want the same online experience
in the office as they enjoy at home.
If a dealer’s website is not optimized to
provide that kind of experience, if it’s hard
to navigate and if comparable functionality
and content aren’t there, it’s going to be
difficult to compete.
Independents also need to be able to offer
a product mix that’s similar in scope to the
endless aisle concept that e-tailers like
Amazon are using so effectively.

Online e-tailers have very deep product
mixes. They don’t necessarily stock everything but they do have access to just
about everything and the independent
dealer needs to be there with a similarly
broad offering.
Obviously, it created some major ripples
in the office products pond when United
Stationers acquired MBS Dev. What’s the
biggest difference from your perspective
between the company before the acquisition and MBS Dev today?
HESSER: There’s a structural difference
and also a focus difference. Structurally,
MBS was more of a custom software development shop prior to the acquisition.
We typically worked with very large dealers to build a solution that was designed
specifically for them.
Today, MBS has transitioned into more of
an out-of-the-box software company. We
can address the needs of dealers who
range in size from two users to 300-plus

users and can do so without customization. And all that means our solution is
much more affordable than it was prior to
the acquisition.
The other big change relates to the way we
offer our solution. We still have the traditional on-premise solution, where you buy
a perpetual license to the software and pay
for maintenance on an annual basis.
However, we also offer a cloud-based solution today, where you pay a subscription
fee per user on a monthly basis with a very
low upfront capital requirement.
That approach offers a much more attractive total cost of ownership scenario but it
lacks some of the customization options
that you might want if you’re a larger dealer.
Unless you have a very different and
diverse set of business offerings to manage—and there are some dealers out there
who fit in that category—typical independent office products dealers can work very
well in a cloud environment.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 24
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Let’s take a broader look at technology in the industry. What do
you see the most important issues facing the dealer community
on the technology front today?
HESSER: There are three issues that are critical for the independent dealer today. First of all, are you driving online adoption? If
that’s the way consumers want to buy, you need to make sure
that your website is there for them in the way that they want.
Secondly, how are you implementing the endless aisle concept
in your dealership and are you using technology effectively to
present that endless aisle to your customers? Again, you don’t
have to stock everything but you need access to it.
Finally—and it’s really critical—how are you using technology to
manage your margins? Pricing is being driven down because it’s
so easy to price check something online. That means you need to
have really strong operational efficiency to be able to maintain and
improve your margins.
What kind of grade would you give to the dealers overall for
their use technology?
HESSER: They’re certainly trying. The ones we’re talking with are
really trying to drive change and have seen some improvements.
Some of them who before had maybe 40-60% online adoption
are now up to 90-plus.

The manufacturer’s best way to get word
out to the dealers on the new products
you’ll be introducing in next year’s
wholesaler catalogs.
Contact Simon De Groot:
simon@idealercentral.com / 703.379.8583
OCTOBER 2012

The next step, now that you’ve got them online, is how do we
maximize that experience? How do we get the customer to get a
bigger cart and to buy better margin items and maximize all the
opportunities those customers represent?
What about those dealers who are still in that 40-60% range or
lower? What can they do to move the ball forward without
spending a fortune?
HESSER: It’s really important that instead of looking at technology
as not much more than a necessary evil that they need to run their
business and connect to a wholesaler, they should look at how they
can leverage technology most effectively from an ROI perspective.
For example, you might be running a website that you see as very
affordable but if you’re losing business to somebody else because it’s not getting the job done, it’s actually generating a negative ROI and that’s not a good place to be.
You need to look at technology more holistically rather than just
in terms of how much money is coming out of your pocket.
Any final words for the dealers?
HESSER: Don’t’ be satisfied. If what you’re using today isn’t
creating a strategic advantage for you, look for somebody else
who is.
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NOPAnews

NOPA Asks GSA for ‘Industry Day’ to Discuss New Supply Transformation Program
Last month, NOPA met with representatives
from the U.S. General Services Administration
(GSA) to provide initial industry input on a
new, multi-year GSA initiative, the Supply
Transformation Program (STP), now under development.
GSA’s stated goal is to establish and implement a new business model that will ensure
Global Supply’s long-term viability and generate sustainable savings for the taxpayer.
Based on that discussion, NOPA believes the
STP program is likely to have far-ranging impacts on small businesses, including those
that currently participate in GSA’s Global Supply Program through 100-plus Blanket Purchase Agreements (BPAs).
Further, given the substantial shift in procurement approach that STP represents, NOPA
has advised GSA that a significant number of

independent dealers and dealer teams/consortia will have questions and wish to learn
more about this large new opportunity.
GSA officials responsible for the new program
have stated that it will complement rather than
compete with the Federal Strategic Sourcing
Initiative (FSSI) for office supplies.
For these reasons, NOPA has written to GSA
asking the agency to allow sufficient time for
this major acquisition process, including at
least 60 days for an industry response to a
Request for Information (RFI), expected to be
forthcoming soon, and another 60 days to
seek clarification and respond to the subsequent RFP or RFQ.
NOPA also has asked GSA to schedule a special “Industry Day” forum within 30 days after
comments are due on the planned RFI.

NOPA also has cautioned GSA about the risks
of encouraging small business subcontracting
with large national companies in light of the
large “pass-through” problem in a number of
industries.
In addition, NOPA also has provided a number
of general preliminary suggestions on structuring the acquisition process for the STP program and raised questions about the extent
to which the bid process will be limited to
GSA Schedule 75 holders or open to a wider
range of potentially qualified participants.
GSA announced on September 17 that it will
extend the current two-year moratorium on
accepting new offers for Schedule 75 for a
third year, until October 1, 2013.
Copies of NOPA’s letter to GSA are available
to association members by contacting Chris
Bates at cbates@nopanet.org.
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By Scott Cullen

Remember a time before the big box stores when
independent dealers dotted the landscape? When
the mega-players arrived, it was like a meteor hit
and the independent office product dealer died
away like the dinosaurs almost overnight, leaving
nothing but fossilized remains where vibrant
businesses once stood.
Wait a minute, that’s not how it turned out at all!
CONTINUED ON PAGE 28
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Independents haven’t become extinct.
Sure the big boxes hit hard initially but
the independent spirit doesn’t die quite
that easily and today, those hard-charging office products entrepreneurs have
learned to adapt, and thrive, while the
condition of their once seemingly invincible competitors has become increasingly frail and fragile.
Take John Givens of Source Office Products in Colorado—his dealership is
doing just fine.
“A lot of it has to do with the multiple
lines of business we have that allow for
differentiation, specifically our managed
print services business which involves
HP and Canon solutions. It’s still working out well and has been extremely
positive,” reports John.
That’s not the only reason he feels confident he can compete with the big
boxes. “Our service levels and attention
to detail with our accounts, our breakroom supply program and our Source
Coffee Bar have helped as well,” John
continues. “It’s a more involved, intricate
sell than just selling coffee pots. We use
local roasters, and the SMB space likes
that we’re using local roasters.”
Source also has a commercial print division supported primarily by local printers who supply business cards,
letterhead, envelopes, and marketing
collateral for Source to provide to their
customers. Another asset is Source’s
one-stop shop approach.
“That’s helped us immensely expand
our business within the current account
base,” John states. “That’s always the
least expensive way to grow—sell more
product to the same customer.”
The one-stop shop strategy has also allowed Source to add business it may
not have picked up otherwise—coffee
service to clients who wouldn’t think of
switching their office supplies business
to Source. But of course, once Source
gets their coffee service, other opportunities tend to fall in place.
OCTOBER 2012

“It’s kind of a foot in the door,” says
John. “The concept of consolidating
purchases under a single source, no pun
intended, is something the larger SMB
accounts are attracted to, although I
wouldn’t say people are lined up at the
door waiting to convert.”
One fallacy about the big boxes that
many independents focus a lot of effort to
dispel is that they can’t be beat on price.

Inoculating customers
“They call on our accounts frequently so
we’re concerned about inoculating customers against price-oriented sales although we’re going out and acquiring
business based on that model,” laughs
John. “It’s kind of a game plan to play
hard defense and push the offense.”
That said, he’s finding the big boxes
aren’t exactly resting on their laurels.
“They’re looking to beef up their sales
teams and are calling on our accounts
more now than in the past. We’re suddenly paranoid and trying to make sure
we stay current and up to date with our
customers.”
Justin Miller, director of sales at Yuletide
Office Solutions in Memphis, has seen a
change in customer expectations of late
which is tightening the screws on Yuletide to raise their service to even higher
levels “Customer demand has just exploded over the past three months,”
says Justin.
One example is delivery. Not only are
customers demanding next-day delivery, they also want to know what time.
“Not that we’re able to meet all those
needs, but we try,” states Justin.
That ability to go above and beyond on
service continues to give Yuletide an
edge over the big boxes. The other strategy is being proactive and maintaining
close contact with current customers.
“Business reviews, staying transparent,
looking over the numbers and opportunities wherever we can is one reason

they stay with us,” says Justin. “They
know we’re going to bring opportunities
to them to save money. Whether it’s
going over their Top 50 items every six
months and looking for savings opportunities or new product categories like
janitorial or furniture. That’s the best way
to win additional segments of business
aside from the single-source approach.”
Does the single-source argument still fly
with customers?
“You can’t really differentiate yourself
anymore being a single source,” Justin
contends. “Everybody throws that term
around. We approach it with proactive
monitoring of purchases, and then we’ll
ask for other segments, and if they don’t
want to give them to us we’ll throw
down the single-source approach. It’s
not the way we approach the business
most of the time.”
Overcoming the fallacy that independents can’t match the big boxes on price
is an ongoing battle and as Justin points
out, sometimes it works and sometimes
it doesn’t.
“We just need to meld ourselves and
bend to what type of customer we’re sitting down with. A lot of time it’s just listening to their needs. There’s some that
don’t even want to talk about pricing,
they just want you to give them a password and get moving. Those are the
kind of customers we have a hard time
selling to. We actually do better with
people who care and who look over the
numbers. We don’t really well with people who are just spot buyers or price
shop all the time.”
On the subject of price, Justin offers
some additional observations. “You
don’t need the best price in the world,”
he maintains. “You need a lean business
model and have the service down at the
same time. If there’s anything that can
destroy a market it’s a dealer with a bid
manager who doesn’t know how to
price. They’re more dangerous than peoCONTINUED ON PAGE 29
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ple who know how to effectively price.”
Asked how things have changed since
the big boxes first came on the scene,
Justin says that over time it’s gotten
easier to compete because of the marketing Yuletide does. “We don’t have to
introduce ourselves anymore or as
much. If people don’t know who you are
or your company you’ve got a hard sell
in front of you. With Staples, that name
itself is an automatic door opener.”
For Yuletide, branding involves nonprofit sponsorships, radio ads, and upcoming TV ads. There’s also some other
large partnerships and opportunities in
the works that he can’t discuss yet.
“It’s just getting the name out there on
all fronts and making sure your marketing dollars are used correctly,” Justin
says. “I can’t tell you how nice it is to be
able to call and somebody knows the
name of your company. All I have to do
is sell myself at that point.”
John Allen, president of Detroit Pencil
Company, knows the big boxes intimately. That’s because he worked for
Office Depot before starting his own independent dealership.
“We’re battling them on all fronts,” says
John, who recommends keeping up a
good offense. “We insist our sales team

stay active on the streets and on the
phones.”
That can be difficult. “The greatest challenge is getting somebody to stop for a
minute because everybody is wearing
so many hats now and it’s not as easy
to get an appointment,” he concedes.
The big boxes seem to loom over every
sale and John and his team keep that in
mind in the proposal stage.
“Our proposal to them is, ‘We know the
big boxes use a different part number for
the same thing, let us sort that out for
you. Give us whatever information
you’re comfortable giving us so we can
come back with a complete cost-savings analysis based on your actual
usage over the past couple of months.
This way if your boss asks why you
threw Staples out of here you’ll be able
to whip out the spreadsheet and say
‘because [Detroit Pencil] is saving us
12% or 18%.’”
And how easy is to get people to cooperate?
“If we can get their attention, it works”
responds John. “We’re targeting at least
a 20-person office and it adds up if we
can save them 15%. It’s not hard to do
because the big boxes are not as price
competitive in the 20, 50- to 80-person

office because they have to offset the big
national accounts that drive their margin
down.”
Detroit Pencil Company doesn’t have a lot
of those national accounts in their portfolio so they don’t have those pressures.
The pressure, however, is to stay in constant and consistent touch with clients
and always bring value to the table.
“We need to make sure somebody is
reaching out to them and not ignoring
them because if we do, they’ll go away.
Somebody else is going to knock on
their door at least once or month or
every couple of months no matter how
big or small they are,” John warns.
Dennis McCarthy with New England Office Supply in Braintree, MA, focuses on
retention when battling the competition.
In his part of the world, that’s mostly
Staples and W.B. Mason. “We focus on
one-call resolution for issues,” says
Dennis. “We employ a case system and
internal technology that makes sure no
issues drop through the cracks. There’s
an accountability factor to every call that
comes in.”
That, and regular business reviews with
customers keeps New England front and
center with their customers. “We share the
data with them that helps them streamline
CONTINUED ON PAGE 30
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an independent office products
dealer is doing for them. We
go in and remind them
about what that relationship entails and the additional value we provide.”

purchases and funnel to best-value
items, making sure they’re taking advantage of all the other
benefits we offer through
our website,” explains
Dennis.

On the pricing front, Sandy
recommends customers
step back and look at
the reality of the situation, pointing out that it’s
often a ploy and that the
pricing they’re being offered never stays that
way forever.

Asked about big box
pricing issues, Dennis
says, “We figured out a while
ago what they do on matrix
pricing, so we’re pretty used
to addressing that if somebody tries to acquire an account on low price. Customers
are usually loyal enough to
give us a final shot at something if they see they can
save some money.”

“You need to look at
where you’re going to be
in a year and how much
additional it’s going to cost
you to buy from this vendor
because you don’t have the
resources and expertise and
service level you’re used to
right now,” is what she tells
those customers.

If New England Office
Supply needs to beat
certain prices sometimes they will, but ultimately it’s showing that
the value they provide will
help customers save more
money in the long run.
“That’s usually by funneling
items into best value,”
notes Dennis. “Our competitors don’t want to do that;
their strategy is to come in
with low pricing and then direct customers to the other
items they make higher margins on. We also try to sell customers
different product groups where we can
make more margin, but we also feel if we
help them save money on their day-today purchases they’ll be a more loyal
customer.”
Sandy Faber with Eakes Office Plus, an
office products dealership with a dozen
locations across Nebraska, is battling
the big boxes on multiple fronts. Lately
she’s seen them target her midrange accounts. Even so, she’s not all that concerned because she feels Eakes has an
advantage.
“The one thing a big box can’t ever comOCTOBER 2012

Ryan Burgwell, director of
business development with
S&T Office Products in St.
Paul, Minnesota, joined the
company a little over nine
months ago after seven years
with Office Depot.

pete on is the business relationship,”
she opines.
That’s what Eakes tends to emphasize
along with the extras the dealership offers when targeting new customers or
reminding existing ones. It seems to
work and Sandy reports Eakes has been
successful retaining customers. One
reason is they make sure they’re talking
to the right person.
“A lot of times the decision to go with
the big box comes from above the materials management arena,” she points
out. “They’re removed from the day-today operations and not aware of what
INDEPENDENT DEALER

He takes a different approach
to the big boxes than an independent who has never earned a paycheck from one of them.
According to Ryan, you can’t generalize
about them all being the same. “The reality is Depot and Max are similar and
Staples does their own thing,” he contends. “When talking to customers you
want to advance and build credibility,
then talk about the highlights of what
you have versus Depot and Max and
what you have versus Staples, breaking
that generalization.”
Whatever Ryan is doing, he’s doing it
well. S&T has posted some significant
CONTINUED ON PAGE 31
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successes in the past nine months on
the new business acquisition front, and
most of it has come from beating out the
big boxes.

the whole dynamic as opposed to coming back and saying we’ve been doing
this for 20 years, 25 years or whatever,
and going into your spiel.”

That’s all the way up to $200,000+ accounts. We’re seeing that across the
board in our market and from what I’m
hearing, it’s across the country.”

Like others on the independent dealer
side of the field, Ryan acknowledges
that his big box competition doesn’t
have the same deep connection with
customers as the independent dealer.

Ryan recommends starting higher up in
the customer’s organization, as S&T recently did with a new customer who had
been buying from a big box for 15+
years.

One strategy Ryan feels isn’t as effective
as some independents might think is the
local angle.

“There’s such high turnover at the big
boxes it’s impossible to manage that,”
he says.

“One of the big challenges I have is
changing the mindset,” states Ryan.
“One of the big things for us and where
we’re seeing a ton of success is that
minimum orders have become a big
thing in this market.”

He asks his sales reps not to talk about
price or that S&T delivers with their own
trucks. “None of that is important,”
opines Ryan. “Let’s find out which big
box is in there, how long they’ve been
there, why they’re there, and before you
know it you’re going to find they’ve had
five reps over the past eight years or
whatever the case is, and those are the
things you can highlight. That changes

He notes that Staples does a good job of
making this a non-issue. “You don’t hear
much of this with Staples even though it
exists. People at Max really struggle with
the way they rolled out the minimum
order so it’s on everybody’s mind every
time you go against a Max or a Depot.

“That’s over publicized,” he argues. “For
independents as a whole, it’s a strong
suit but it’s not the number one thing we
should be out selling. As an independent
we need to go out and break down the
process that these big boxes are not as
good as what they sell. There’s a perception about their buying power but in
the reality of the way they price there are
nearly always ways for you to beat them.
It’s a whole different world, no question.
Going forward, I think independents
have a major advantage, I really do.”

Office Products Women in Leadership (OPWIL)
is a professional organization connecting women in
leadership roles within the Ofﬁce Products industry.
Together we can learn, develop and grow while forming
professional connections and developing lasting friendships.

Join our conversation on Facebook and LinkedIn for more information.
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Next month, wholesaler United Stationers
will host several thousand independents
and their business partners at Vision 2012.
On offer: three days of industry education,
information and networking, along with an
office products expo featuring some of the
industry’s top manufacturers, technology
providers and more.
“Our industry is transforming itself and we
must adapt to new realities, says Todd
Shelton, president of United Stationers

Supply. “Vision 2012 offers opportunities
to engage in the latest thinking, most current market data and newest resources. “
United promises this year’s Vision conference will engage attendees by providing
them with strategies to:
n Generate greater end consumer mind
share by enhancing brand and value
proposition and managing the customer experience.

n Build market share by developing
stronger retention, growth and acquisition campaigns across multiple media
and multiple channels.
n Gain reseller share by utilizing powerful
new programs developed by United
and the market leading brands.
On the following pages, we preview some
of the conference highlights dealers can
expect to find in Las Vegas next month.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 34
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New Avery® Big Tab™ Index Maker® Dividers
are 40% bigger than standard tabs!
With more space for text or bigger and bolder type,
these new Clear Label Index Maker® Dividers allow for
more detailed information – clear labels make tabs look
professionally printed. Plus, with the Easy Apply® strip,
you can label all tabs in a set at once.

Little things that work in a big way.™

Please visit the Avery booth at the United Vision Show
to enter to win an iPad and other great prizes.
© 2012 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks of Avery
Dennison Corporation. Box Tops for Education is a registered trademark of General Mills, used with permission. Personal and company names
and other information on samples depicted are ﬁctitious. Any resemblance to actual names and addresses is purely coincidental.
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Keynote Speakers to Highlight Key Market Trends and Opportunities

Jay Baer

Joe Takash

This year’s Vision Show features four different keynote speakers—each one an expert in their chosen field—who will shine
the spotlight on some of the critical market
trends and opportunities facing today’s independents. They include:
Jay Baer, a social media strategy consultant, speaker, and author of the Convince &
Convert social media blog—currently
ranked as the #1 content marketing blog in

Nathan Jamail

the world. Jay is the founder of five companies, including Convince & Convert, a
leading social media strategy firm. Since
1994 he has helped more that 700 brands,
including 29 of the Fortune 500, harness
the power of digital marketing and social
media strategy.
Joe Takash, president of Victory Consulting, a national corporate training and
development firm. Joe has helped clients

Seth Mattison

secure over $1 billion in new business.
Since 1998, Joe has delivered over three
thousand speaking programs focusing on
expediting client results in the areas of
leadership, team performance and client
relationships. He is the author of the book
“Results through Relationships: Building
Trust, Performance and Profit through
People.”
CONTINUED ON PAGE 35
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Smead.com
See what a little creativity, a label
and a printer can do for you.
Create print-to-the-edge labels as unique as your business with free
templates and designs at avery.com/print. Available in a variety
of shapes, sizes and textures. Little things that work in a big way.TM

Please visit the Avery booth at the United Vision Show
to enter to win an iPad and other great prizes.
©2012 Avery Dennison Corporation. All rights reserved. Avery and all other Avery brands, product names and codes are trademarks of
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Nathan Jamail, president of Jamail
Development Group and owner of
several small businesses, Nathan
trains, coaches, and mentors sales
professionals in many industries,
helping organizations raise their
productivity up to and over 300%.
Nathan is also the author of a number one business-selling book, “The
Sales Leaders Playbook,” a book
that teaches the important principals of building a successful sales
team, as well as his new release,
“The Sales Professionals Playbook.”

Vision Education and Training
United’s Vision shows traditionally offer an impressive selection of industry workshops and
seminars and the 2012 event is no exception. This year’s educational program is organized
along three different tracks: Mind Share, Market Share and Your Share. Details on the individual
sessions are given below.

Mind Share
n Creating Killer Social Media Strategies in
Eight Steps
Jay Baer, Social Media Guru
Social media isn't a conversation; it's where
the conversation takes place. This seminar
is centered on how your company will "be"
social, rather than how it will "do" social
media. As more and more companies incorporate social media into their communications initiatives, too many of them are
looking at social through a tools-centric
prism. It's time to learn how to create a sustainable, tools-agnostic social media strategy in eight steps. It's all about "Why"
before "How," and what you really need to
focus on to get end results that matter.

Seth Mattison, an expert on workforce trends, social media and managing different generations. Seth
focuses on bridging generational
gaps to help executives across the
globe understand how they can
more effectively recruit, manage and
retain top young talent, as well as
maintain connections with their experienced workforce.

n Understanding the Millennium
Generation
Seth Mattison, Millennial Expert
This session will help leaders/managers
maximize the capabilities of their young talent, as well as maintain connections with
their experienced workforce, to drive innovation and sustainability and create engaging environments for customers and
employees. Seth focuses on creating a better understanding of the generation gaps
between younger and older workers today,
how to repair them and how bridging them
can lead to greater creativity, productivity
and worker satisfaction.

CONTINUED ON PAGE 36

The future is endless with a MasterVision

WHY AN INTERACTIVE WHITEBOARD?
Meetings, collaboration and brain storming take on a whole new world with the
eRed3. Your team will interact with ease, keep focused on the topic and work more
eﬃciently. The eRed3 software integrates with the packages everyone is familiar
with, making everyone an expert user instantly.
Saving the expensive of costly training and removing the fear of using a new
program. When not being used interactively the eRed3 doubles up as a high
quality drywipe board thanks to its ceramic steel surface. 2GB of inbuilt ﬂash
memory means that frequent user material can be pre-loaded for immediate use.

Plug & Play Technology
Use in minutes, no set up required
Ease of use
Use with pen, ﬁnger or wand
True Ceramic Whiteboard
Use as a dry-wipe board – everyday!
2GB of inbuilt storage
Store user ﬁles for immediate use
LED Technology
For low power consumption
Windows, Mac, Linux
Ready for use with any PC/Laptop
Vast array of software
Supplied with of over 70 resources
Cost saving
No need for separate whiteboard
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n Customer Experience Management
Megan Ogden & Mark Evans, United
Stationers
Learn more about why it is important to
engage your customer with your brand
beyond sales, marketing and customer
service. In today’s world your brand
needs to invoke an emotional connection to create lifelong customers. Your
brand needs to deliver an exceptional
customer experience at every touch
point. Engage in this session on how to
create a customer experience map and
learn how to take your brand to the next
level.
n Getting the Most from United’s
Research
Starza Kolman & Carol O’Hern, United
Stationers
Come, learn and leverage industry
trends during this seminar—from the
Buy Local movement to Empowered

User purchasing to Environmental Sustainability to Benchmarking, this team
has it all! Did you know that United’s Research and Analytics team monitors key
trends that shape purchasing decisions
in the office? Then they produce short,
easily digestible white papers, dashboards and other powerful tools on various topics that impact your business.
Hot off the presses and freshly programmed—be the first to see the latest
Vision Research and tools!

lowing the plays, developing their skills
and fine-tuning their abilities. This seminar will show you tips and tactics to
make every move count, better driving
you and your team to success.
n Building Breakthrough Connections
Joe Takash, Victory Consulting

Market Share
n Leading and Motivating Your
Sales Talent
Nathan Jamail, Jamail Development
Group
Think of your sales force as a sports
team. As the coach, you’re teaching
each team mate how to make the right
move to score the win. It’s your responsibility to make sure each player is fol-

This seminar will give you the skills to
consistently communicate value, so
prospective and existing clients understand what's in it for them. You’ll gain
knowledge on understanding your distinction and uniqueness in the business
of serving and helping, and practice relationship absolutes that plant seeds for
trust. You’ll be able to align your intent
with how others perceive you, so you
can better maximize your talent. And,
you’ll learn from a pro who has helped
clients secure more than $2 billion in
business through sales presentation
coaching!
CONTINUED ON PAGE 37
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United Stationers
Vision Conference
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(800) 323-6084
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n Margin Management for
Sales Professionals
Phil Barnette, United Stationers
You’ll learn how to understand and manage pricing decisions and recognize how
those decisions affect your income. Topics include product sensitivity and pricing
intelligence, managing customer contacts and how to increase prices and retain your customers. You’ll find out what
pricing decisions you control and how
the competition is approaching pricing.
It’s all about sales professionals making
more money without having to sell more.
n Winning with E-mail in a Digital World
Keith Ruehl & Dianne Lucca,
United Stationers; Nate Romance,
Exact Target
In order to win big through e-mail campaigns, you need to know which elements
are right for you and your customers.
Don’t let the complications of the digital
world slow you down. This seminar

teaches you how to use an Integrated
Digital Marketing Program to navigate
through the world of digital. Topics include the power of e-mail relevance and
advanced e-mail techniques. You’ll see
firsthand how it all works together.

Outbound Campaign Services can help
drive business growth by serving as an
extension of your own in-house marketing and sales departments. Discover the
keys to prospect pre-qualification, data
cleansing, brand awareness building,
lead generation and more.

n Market Xpert
Rick Marlettte, OP Software
You’ve heard of Item 411…you may have
heard about United’s Market Xpert…but
do you know how to get the most out of
this system? Come and hear from the
developer of the program how to best
utilize the vast amount of information
that is at your fingertips with Market
Xpert. You’ll learn about best practices
and shortcuts that can give you the
knowledge you need and that could help
you close that next deal.

Your Share
n Public Sector Dealer Panel
David Haugh, United Stationers

n Outbound Campaign Services
Curt Heick, Rich Buel & Tracy Romano,
United Stationers
It’s time to learn how United Stationers’

Facilitated by David Haugh, the head of
United’s Public Sector Management
Group, this session will provide an
overview of United Stationers’ strategic
consultative support that is available to
eligible public sector-focused resellers.
Hear from a panel of independent resellers who will share their experience
engaging with the Public Sector team
and how they were able to achieve bid
success.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 38
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AMPLIVOX
P ORTABLE S OUND S YSTEMS

Dealers: Call to Profits

Visionary
3265

®

Multimedia Lecterns, Podiums and Lecterns

A S T YLE FOR
E VE RY S P E A KIN G N EED
Contemporary
3100

Pinnacle
3250

AmpliVox has added to its most popular
podiums with versatile new choices.
t "DSZMJD-FDUFSOT6OJRVFEFTJHOXJUI
14 choices in clear or tinted.
t &VSP$POUFNQPSBSZ-FDUFSOT
$POUPVSFE NPEFSOEFTJHOTJOB
selection of upscale finishes.
t 1JOOBDMF-FDUFSOT$MBTTJD WFSTBUJMF
MFDUFSOTGPSNFEJOEVSBCMF MJHIUXFJHIU
hard shell plastic and available in an
assortment of colors.
t 7JTJPOBSZ-FDUFSOT%ZOBNJD
QSFTFOUBUJPOWFIJDMFXJUICSFBLUISPVHI
5PMFBSONPSFBCPVUUIFFYDJUJOHOFXEFWFMPQNFOUT
EFTJHOUIBUJODMVEFTBOJOUFHSBUFE
in AmpliVox’s product line, visit www.ampli.com.
JODI-$%TDSFFOGPS1PXFS1PJOU 
QIPUP PSMPHPEJTQMBZT6TFZPVSMBQUPQ
for instant content updates.
t-FDUFSOTNBEFJOUIF64"
tVQUPZFBSXBSSBOUZ
t J1PE"EBQUFS$BCMF"TJOHMFTQMJUDBCMF
tBWBJMBCMFJOOPOTPVOE
EFTJHOUIBUBMMPXTVTFSTUPQPXFSBOE
and sound
play iPods simultaneously.

Acrylic
3050

Made with
Recycled Plastic

iPodCable Charger/Adapter
1732

650 Anthony Trail, Suite D., Northbrook, IL 60062 - 800-267-5486 - ampli.com
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n Expansion of Furniture Programs
Steve Schwarz, United Stationers
Enter the exciting world of furniture and
learn how you can maximize margin and
lift sales by capitalizing on this product
category. During this session, you’ll gain
an understanding of new and innovative
furniture programs which allow you to
get the furniture you need, when you
need it, where you need, it and at a competitive price!
n Selling Technology Products in Today’s
Market
Steve Schwarz, United Stationers
The technology market is probably the
fastest changing market we deal in.
Come and learn what’s changing, why
things are changing and most importantly, how to address these changes.
This session will provide insights into
how to capitalize on United’s programs
that can help you embrace the change
and win in this space.

n Universal Brand Reveal
Jon Monge & Glenn Moore,
United Stationers
During this seminar, you’ll engage with
Universal’s brand manager to understand exactly how Universal is positioned against commodity brands and
ways you can gain more margin along
the way. Universal comes not only with
40 years of history but also with a broad
line of 1,200 office products in over 50
different product categories. You’ll also
see how Universal is rebranding to give
you more brand power, support and
margin flexibility!
n Cashing in with Cleaning & Breakroom
Mark Pelletier, United Stationers
Growing any new or challenging piece of
business is all about receiving programs
filled with Substance and Support. During this seminar, you’ll learn about
United’s offer of “Substance and Support” to maximize and cash in on cleaning and breakroom sales opportunities.

The Substance discussion will evolve
around new products, promotions and
training to educate and build category
confidence. Additionally, category sales
and marketing tools are supporting items
designed to assist in getting your cleaning and breakroom message out to your
customers. You’ll learn how to utilize
these tools with your seasoned field support management team to help market
your initiatives on the street.
n United Dealer Training - The Ultimate
Training Experience
Phil Barnette & Kevin Lah,
United Stationers
Today’s sales professionals have to become specialists to earn credibility and
the trust of their customers. When you
attend the UDT workshop, you’ll learn
about the new programs and tools that
will give you the knowledge and skills
necessary to compete and succeed in
today’s business environment.
CONTINUED ON PAGE 39
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Vision 2012 at a glance

day 3 Thursday, November 15

day 1 Tuesday, November 13
Main Airport Arrivals ................................Hotel Groups Entrance
9:00 am – 5:00 pm:
Group Registration .....................................................Artist Foyer
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm:
Welcome Reception and ...................Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
Buffet Dinner

7:00 am – 8:00 am: Breakfast ...........Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
8:00 am – 9:30 am:
General Session ................................Venetian Ballroom F-J & K
9:30 am – 3:30 pm:
The Experience & High Engagement Zones ...........Exhibit Hall D
11:30 am – 1:00 pm: Lunch ...............Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
6:00 pm – 9:00 pm: HP Party ................................TAO Nightclub

day 2 Wednesday, November 14
7:00 am – 8:00 am: Breakfast ...........Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
8:00 am – 10:30 am:
General Session ................................Venetian Ballroom F-J & K
10:45 am – 11:30 am: Seminars .....Titian & Veronese Ballrooms
11:30 am – 12:45 pm: Lunch..............Venetian Ballroom A-E & L
12:45 pm – 4:30 pm: Seminars .......Titian & Veronese Ballrooms
4:45 pm – 5:30 pm:
Closing General Session ....................Venetian Ballroom F-J & K

day 4 Friday, November 16
Breakfast on Own
Transfers to Airport and Main Departures
CONTINUED ON PAGE 40

MAXIMIZE REVENUE.
MINIMIZE TIME.

See for yourself how thousands of
dealer sales reps are utilizing Visual
Planner to increase productivity while
reducing both time and expenses in
the furniture sales process.
t Go from an empty space to a
completely specified office in four
quick and easy steps
t Use tens of thousands of popular
items from the United Stationers
Furniture Catalog as well as leading
manufacturer libraries
For a free demo call 508.735.7412
or ron@visual-planner.com

Click here to see
Visual Planner
in action

United Stationers dealers: Make sure to visit the Alera booth (#552) during the Vision Conference on November 15th
at the Venetian Las Vegas to see a demo and get a $150 discount towards new subscriptions.
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Supplier Expo: The Experience 2012

continued from page 39

The Expo at this year’s Vision will have an extra dimension as The Experience 2012 combines an industry trade show with multiple "High
Engagement Zones" that demonstrate high-power solution-selling at its finest. Listed below are exhibitors as of September 25, 2012.
EXHITOR

BOOTH

EXHITOR

BOOTH

EXHITOR

BOOTH

EXHITOR

BOOTH

Accentra, Inc.................235

Consolidated Stamp ......722

HON Company ..............308

Media Sciences.............638

ACCO Brands Inc...........608

Cosco Home and
Office Products .............841

HSM of America ............346

Millennium Mat.............341

Henkel - A Dial
Corporation ...................T23

Mohawk Paper..............T19

Acme United Corp. ........231
Acroprint Time Recorder
Company ......................T12
Acsellerate....................455
Advantus Corp. .............413

Crayola .........................219
DDMS ...........................455
DMI Office Furniture......221
Deflecto ........................819

Heritage Bag
Company ......................302
Hewlett Packard............616
High Engagement
Zone .............................245

Alera/United Brands ......552

Digital Gateway.............455

Amax/Stanley Bostitch ..716

DiverseID, LLC ..............203

Amplivox.......................229

Diversey........................548

Animated Vision ............321

Dixie .............................837

Anle Paper
Company, Inc. ...............647

Dixon Ticonderoga Co. ..738

High Engagement
Zone .............................746

Domtar Paper Co...........809

House of Doolittle..........652

Drimark Products,
Inc. ...............................T10

Iceberg Enterprises .......540

Durable Office
Products .......................536

Imation .........................210

AOSWare ......................238
Appointments Direct .....615
Artistic ..........................742
At-A-Glance ..................708
Avery Dennison.............202
Balt/Best-Rite ...............436
BIC USA, Inc..................225

Duracell ........................646
ECi................................455
Elmer's Products, Inc. ...213
Energizer Battery ..........304

High Engagement
Zone .............................422

Identity Group ...............558
Impact Products LLC .....T11
Imprint Plus ..................201
Independent
Stationers .....................735

Monarch Marking
(Avery Dennison)...........706

EXHITOR

BOOTH

Saunders
Manufacturing Co .........442
Sealed Air .....................647
Selco Industries, Inc. .....560
Sharp Electronics..........215

NOPA ............................531

ShurTech Brands...........813

National Office
Furniture.......................807

Smead
Manufacturing Co. ........701

Navigator Paper ............633

J.M Smucker Co. ..........T15

Neenah Paper ...............236

Solo Cup .........................T6

Nekoosa Coated
Products .......................532

Solo/U.S. Luggage.........T24

Nib Nish/Ability One ......314

Sony Electronics .............T4

OPMA ...........................714

Soporcel North
America ........................633

Office Partners ..............242

Soundview Paper ..........815

Office Snax, Inc.............220

Southworth ...................432

OfficeWare ....................757

Spracht .........................T20

PM Company ................533

Stout...............................T7

Pacon Corporation.........452

Suzano .........................516

Paris Business
Products .......................217

Systems
Solutions Ltd.................642

Pentel of America..........401

Tennsco ........................650

EqualityIS......................234

Innovera Powered
by Clover ......................318

ES Robbins ...................205

International Paper........307

Pilot Pen .......................720

Thalerus Group .............546

Boise Cascade ..............739

Esselte..........................756

Jumptech .....................319

Pinnacle........................658

3M................................725

Brittania........................455

Eveready Battery Co......304

Kantek, Inc......................T2

Plantronics....................534

Tombow USA ................451

Brother International
Corporation...................332

Evolution Software ........541

Katun Corp./
Media Sciences.............638

PLUS Corporation
of America ....................T18

TOPS Products..............446

Kimberly Clark
Professional ..................425

Printronix ......................333

Lathem Time.................233

Quality Park Products....140

Lee Products.................337

Rayovac ........................T21

Lexmark International ...803
Logic Block ...................515

Red Cheetah
Software .......................625

Logitech........................240

Rediform.......................704

Fuji Film
North America...............T22

MBS Dev.......................340

Rubbermaid Commercial
Products .......................718

Virco ...............................T8

GOPD, LLC ....................449

Marcal ..........................815

Safco Products..............226

Vtech
Communications ...........T16

General Electric.............T14

Martin Yale Industries....208

Bi-silque .......................339
Boardwalk /
United Brands ...............350

Burnes of Boston
(DAX) ............................440
Bush Business
Furniture ......................736
Business Management
International..................657
Canon USA....................604
Carl Manufacturing
USA, Inc. .......................640
Carson-Dellosa
Publishing .......................T9
Chartpak, Inc.................T13
Chenille Kraft Company...T5
City of Hope ..................602

Falcon Safety
Products, Inc.................207
Fellowes, Inc.................326
FireKing ........................518
Fiskars Brands Inc. .......749
Floortex ........................654
Fortune Web
Marketing .....................740

Georgia Pacific..............837
Global Industries ...........434

MMF Industries .............335

Master Manufacturing...737
Max USA Corp.................T1

Clover Distributing ........318

Go-Jo Industries............232

Maxell...........................817

Colgate-Palmolive Co. .....T3

Green Mountain
Coffee Roasters ............759

The Mayline Group........445
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Procter & Gamble..........645

Sales-i ..........................751
Samsill Corp. ................753
Samsonite.....................447

Trend Enterprises, Inc....T17
TriMega ........................551
United Stationers ..........402
Universal/United
Brands ..........................416
Velcro USA ....................539
Verbatim Americas........535
Victor Technology..........617

Webster Industries ........222
Xerox Supplies ..............403
Zebra Pen Corp. ............747

Samsung ......................537
Sanford Brands .............214
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character
COUNTS
By Troy Harrison

What if I told you that Number One characteristic of a good sales rep is simply to
be a decent human being? We have opportunities to demonstrate character—or
lack of character—every day in our selling
careers.
Our success or failure in those opportunities will, over the long run, determine our
career trajectory. I can train for a lot of
things, but I can’t train someone to be a
good person.
We all have opportunities to demonstrate
character in our sales world, and I’d like to
discuss some indicators of good or bad
character:
n How you treat people whom you perceive are no help: This is a big one. The
reason the man I mentioned above hung
up on me was that I was of no further use
to him, and if I was of no use to him, it
wasn’t worth the niceties to keep a relationship whole.
I get that and I’m no angel, either. I’ve dismissed interviews within 10 minutes before. The key is that I always attempt to do
so politely.
I take the same attitude with networking
contacts, etc. Again, I’m not perfect, but I
always hope that making the attempt
counts for something; and I think it does.
n How you confront problems: Think
about the following situation: You have an
angry customer and you know it. Do you
confront the problem head-on by calling or
meeting with the customer or do you duck
and run?
Ducking and running might be comfortable, but it is seldom the best solution. You
OCTOBER 2012

will gain respect, even from people who
are dissatisfied with your performance, if
you confront problems head-on.
n Truthfulness: A very good friend of
mine was applying for a selling job recently, and she had just been fired from
her previous employer.
She asked me how to handle her recent
firing when it came up in the interview. I
advised her to be truthful.
I told her she should explain that she’d
been fired, honestly tell the interviewer
what her numbers were (they weren’t bad),
and what she’d learned, if anything, from
being fired. She did so.
Today she is employed in what just might
be her own personal dream job and I’m
confident that she wouldn’t be if she’d
tried to “spin” the situation.
n You have promises to keep: The biggest complaint about salespeople (well,
besides pushiness) is that they make
promises to customers and then don’t
keep them.
Want to differentiate yourself? Keep your
promises!
Of course, sometimes the biggest part of
keeping your promises is knowing what
promises NOT to make.
I had a situation recently where I’m pretty sure
I could have sewed up a recruiting assignment by simply making a commitment about
the characteristics of the final candidate.
The problem was that I wasn’t sure I could
keep that commitment. Searches tend to
be unpredictable and the particular characteristic my potential client was asking
about might or might not be present in the
INDEPENDENT DEALER

final candidate (I base my recommendations on anticipated performance; characteristics that don’t correlate to performance aren’t part of my process).
Result? I got the assignment after a couple
of weeks’ more selling and I got it on terms
that I knew I could fulfill. Sometimes the
quick and easy route becomes hard later.
I look at this list and think that just about
all of the items on it should be obvious.
Unfortunately, they seem to become less
obvious every day.
In many ways, good old fashioned character is something that has fallen out of fashion in our society. Don’t be a victim to that
trend. Be the kind of person your customers could trust with their dogs and
you’ll be the kind of person who is very
successful in selling.
Troy Harrison is the author of “Sell Like You
Mean It!” and the president of SalesForce Solutions, a sales training, consulting and recruiting
firm. For information on booking speaking/training engagements, consulting, or to sign up for
his weekly E-zine, call 913-645-3603, e-mail
TroyHarrison@SalesForceSolutions.net or visit
www.SalesForceSolutions.net.
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‘Just the Stats, Man’
By Tom Buxton

Every once in a while numbers can convey important concepts more
effectively than words.
So this month I thought I would share with you a selection of the
numbers that I have found to indicate relative costs within the office
products business.
These numbers have been derived from my experience with hundreds of independent dealers and could be useful to you as a benchmark for your own company’s costs and margins.
However, I do not claim that these are valid for every dealer or every
circumstance. Please use them as guidelines only.

Above Average Dealer Cost to Do
STOCKING

NON-STOCKING

Warehouse & Delivery
Selling/Sales Management
Occupancy
Office
Admin/Officers

6.3%
9.2%
2.2%
3.9%
6.9%

4.0%
8.9%
1.5%
2.9%
6.1%

Total Cost to Do

28.5%

23.4%

Your profit and loss statement contains all of these numbers and
should be used to guide your enterprise.
Many dealers within our industry do not create budgets. However,
with the constant changes we are seeing within our business, could
this be the year to step up to that task?
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By comparing your own actual numbers with these guidelines, you
might be able to create a budget for next year that will ensure higher
profitability, while leaving room to fund growth initiatives.
Do you want to grow jan-san, furniture, promotional, supplies, etc.?
What will it cost and how will you provide capital for the plan?
Most of these questions can be answered by examining this year’s
sales and your overhead.
You will also need to know two other pieces of information: What is
your gross margin and how does it compare to others in our business?
An above average gross margin, not including rebates, ranges from
30-33% within full stocking dealers to 27-29% in stockless (except
for copy paper) dealers.
Could you raise it by a point or two for 2013? For many dealers that
one action alone will enable them to invest in future growth. Hopefully, you will agree that it is worth the risk.
What do you want to do in 2013? Better starting planning now, because your company’s future can be very bright and bringing 5% to
the bottom line is definitely possible.
Please feel to email or call me with questions or clarifications about
these numbers.

Tom Buxton, founder and CEO of the InterBizGroup consulting organization,
works with independent office products dealers to help increasesales and
profitability. For more information, visit www.interbizgroup.com.
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MOTIVATION
By Krista Moore

Wouldn’t it be great if
every sales rep who
works for you was
only
motivated
by
money? They would then feel their
own incentive to make the most of
each sales day, open up new accounts, go for larger deals, manage
their margins without being asked
and focus on growing their territory
year over year, regardless of the
economy… just so they can make
more money.
I think we can all agree that it’s not
that simple. I talk with many business
owners and sales leaders and this is
a hot topic.
They are seeing their sale reps more
frustrated than ever with competitive
environments. Reps are having difficulty adjusting to changes in their
methods of going to market and establishing relationships. They’re confused about expectations.
As a result, they’re not finding the
same success they did in the past. In
addition, many dealers are seeing
complacency setting in. Their more
tenured reps are seemingly happy
with their current salaries and standards of living and don’t feel any incentive to work any harder than they
need to sustain that.
What do you do? How can you
change their attitude? Can you motivate and manage them to higher
achievements?
Many people don’t necessarily think
so, believing that motivation comes
from within. But some of you do believe you can affect them in a positive way, you’re just not sure how. We
can all agree, however, that it’s certainly worth a try!
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Let’s explore the nature of motivation
and see how you can influence and
affect the actions of others in a positive or a negative way.
Yes, motivation comes from within,
but as employers and managers,
your influence can make a difference
on the actions of others in a motivating or a demotivating way.
Motivation is a set of attitudes that
direct behavior. It is the “what,”
“why,” and “how” behind the reasons for our actions.
First and foremost we need to understand why our employees do what
they do. What is driving their behavior?
And how can you coach them so
they are motivated and get the results you are looking for and that
they desire?
One of my favorite quotes on motivation is from Dwight Eisenhower:
“Motivation is the art of getting people to do what you want them to do
because they want to do it.” The key
words for me are “the art” and “because they want to do it.”
It’s our job to figure out what drives
people’s thinking, attitudes and behaviors so we can influence and impact them in a positive way, until
ultimately the results we want become the results they want!

The Art and Science
Behind Motivation
Many of us are familiar with Maslow’s
Hierarchy of Needs and his Theory of
Human Motivation.
This model is certainly worth reviewing to understand that individuals are
motivated by achieving basic needs
and when basic needs are present
and felt, we are positively affected
and our actions show it.
INDEPENDENT DEALER

These basic needs can be considered hot buttons or triggers to which
individuals respond positively in their
environment.
They naturally build upon each other
in a hierarchy, ultimately reaching
personal fulfillment and growth.
If you overlay this model with what
you know about an individual’s
thoughts and desires, you can clearly
influence their behavior in a positive
way. And this is where the science of
motivation meets the art.
Let’s look at this model from a business perspective and determine if you
have a work environment that can aid
in fulfilling the basic human psychological needs that create motivation
or if, conversely, your environment or
circumstances might dampen your
employees’ motivations.
Biological and physiological
needs: Basic life needs such as
air, food, water, shelter, sleep and
money.
Security: Secure environment,
stability and non-threatening
circumstances.
Belonging and love needs: A
sense of being a part of something
larger than oneself, a team, fair
treatment, fulfilling social, family
and professional relationships.
Self-esteem: Confidence, a sense
of value as an employee,
recognition, prestige,
empowerment, achievement,
status and responsibility.
Self-actualization: Personal
growth and fulfillment. This is the
final level of psychological
development that can be
achieved when all physical,
psychological and intellectual
CONTINUED ON PAGE 44
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Art Behind Motivation

continued from page 43

needs are fulfilled and the
“actualization” of full personal potential
takes place. This is also “the full
realization of one’s potential,” and at this
level there is high motivation.
Statistics show that the more companies can
meet the basic needs of their employees, the
more motivated those employees will be.
Consider how a work environment or a
management style that is threatening or one
in which employees feel they are not treated
fairly, appreciated or valued can impact
morale.
It is important to identify the factors inhibiting motivation that can be corrected, as well
as determining demotivating factors that
may be beyond your control. Knowing
about demotivating circumstances and their
implications is a great first step in addressing motivational issues.
Low morale: Are there individuals in
your company (including yourself) that
may be affecting the overall morale of
your team?
Lack of interest or challenges: Is a
general lack of challenge or
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accountability contributing to increased
complacency?
Competitive environment: Is the
competitive level of the environment
dampening motivation—counter to our
traditional expectations regarding
competition in a sales environment?
Stress and pressure to perform: Is
your current management style or
attitude, combined with your own stress
levels, creating undue pressure or stress
that is demotivating rather than
inspiring?
Family problems: Are family
relationships, illnesses or personal
problems affecting an employee’s ability
to perform?
Depression: Does an employee show
signs of depression (this is a real and
increasingly common factor)?
Change: Do you perceive a resistance,
struggle or difficulty adapting to
change?
Values are disrespected: Do employees
perceive that they are valued? Every
individual has his own value system.
Values such as trust, respect, work ethic
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and integrity are strong. If an employee
feels these values are not respected, their
motivation can be severely impacted and
in many cases they will likely revolt or
eventually change jobs.
It is important to understand that we can motivate others, but it is an art and a science.
We first need to clearly understand each individual’s wants and needs and then determine
how we can influence their behavior through
our actions, words and work environment.
Changing how we communicate, our management system and style can have significant impact on how others will respond and
react. Sometimes if we want others to
change, we have to change.
In next month’s issue, we will address what
you can do to make positive changes and motivate others to be the best that they can be!
Krista Moore is president of K.Coaching, Inc, an executive coaching and consulting practice that has
helped literally hundreds of independent dealers
maximize their full potential through enhancing
their sales strategies, sales training and leadership
development. For more information, visit K.Coaching’s web site at www.kcoaching.com.
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